
1 . Prefixes and suffixes

In English, we may compare pairs of words and find that we can break

them down into smaller parts. For example, comparing //s/z/ai^ ^nd fished,

we find that we can break off the parts -ing and -ed, and that we can find

these endings in a great many other words, for example: covering, loading,

packing, sealing and covered, loaded, packed, sealed. We can also have

covers, loads and so on, and so can break off the ending -s.

The part from which the ending is subtracted is the stem: fish, cover,

load, pack, seal. It is the part of the word which carries the dictionary

meaning of the word. For example, the word cover will be Hsted in a

dictionary and covering, covered and covers will all be considered

variations of that same word and will not be listed as separate words.

The endings which can be broken off, -ing, -ed and -s, are suffixes.

These particular suffixes, because they can be subtracted and still leave

the same dictionary meaning, are called inflectional suffixes. There are

other endings which can be added to die stem to form new dictionary

words, for example: -age as in coverage, package, or -er as in loader,

packer. These suffixes which form new words are derivational suffixes.

Prefixes are parts which may be added in front of the stem. For

example, uncover, unload, unpack, unseal and re-cover, reload, repack,

reseal give us un- and re-. Since they are used to form new dictionary

words, un- and re- are derivational prefixes. Inflectional prefixes cannot

be illustrated from English, since EngUsh has only derivational prefixes

(and inflectional and derivational suffixes).

1 . 1 Finding the prefixes and suffixes

Tlingit has both inflectional and derivational prefixes and suffixes. In

the verbs, there are many more prefixes, inflectional or derivational, than

there are suffixes.

As in English, we can compare pairs of words to see what these prefixes

(or suffixes) are:

nataan (na-taan) go and carry it (e,g. , pot)!

gataan (ga-taan) pick it up and carry it (e.g.
,
pot)!

These words contain the two prefixes na- and ga-, and the stem taan.

Consider also the following forms of the same verb:

nagataan (na-^-taan) let him take it (e.g., pot)

naxtootaan (na-x-too-taan) let us take it (e.g., pot)

(kei) gaxtootaan (ga-x-too-taan) we will take it (e.g., pot)

In the first form we find a new prefix ga-, and in the second and third
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forms a prefix too- which translates we or us. In the first and second

forms the prefix na- shows up again, and the prefix ga- again in the third.

In the second and third the prefix ga- has a different shape: x-. (Notice

too that in the third form the tone on the stem is high, whereas in the

other forms it has been low. We shall be mentioning stem changes in

section 2.1.)

In English too, as in other languages, prefixes and suffixes may change

their shape. In English the most common plural form may be either -s

or -es: mats (mat-s), matches (match-es). We may show this by writing

the English plural -s—es; -s is the basic shape and we show this by

writing it first. In the same way, we may write the Tlingit prefix

It is a long process to work out all the prefixes and suffixes and their

different shapes. It is worth noting that two prefixes may have the same

shape but still be different prefixes. There is another Tlingit prefix which

has the basic shape ga-; in the following words both the prefixes with the

basic shape ga- occur (though in the second example, the second ga- has

the shape x-):

yaa gagagoot (ga-ga-goot) let him go down
gaxtoo.eex^ (ga-x-too-.eex') let us invite him

1 ,2 Prefix and suffix positions

Every prefix and suffix has a fixed position in the verb, and a prefix in

a later position never occurs before a prefix in an earHer position, with the

exception of the irrealis (see chart), which is subject to definite rules. In

the following chart, any two prefixes in the same column are never found

in the same word. No word contains members of all the orders of prefixes

and suffixes shown here; maybe three is an average number.

While we were able to say above that the prefix too- meant we or us

(the first person plural), no precise English meaning can be given for many
of the prefixes and suffixes. This is the usual situation with two languages,

especially when the two languages are as different as English and Tlingit.

Following the chart, the prefixes and suffixes are listed with some English

equivalent given to each, but these meanings are really no more than

labels; the real meaning of any prefix or suffix can only be understood

from the way it is used in each context.

*(Note: which vowel these functional suffixes contain depends on the

shape of the preceding stem. It should also be noted that if the stem

ends in a vowel, then the consonant y or w comes between the stem and

the suffix, y if the suffix is -ee, w if the suffix is -oo.)
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Positions 1-3 theme prefixes

Position 1 theme prefixes

tu- mind; inside

ji- hand

sha- head

shu- end

x'a- mouth

Position 2 theme prefix

ya-~ w- face; through

Position 3 theme prefix

ka— k- surface; on

Positions 4-8 inflectional prefixes

Position 4

GO- ~ w- irrealis (unreal)

Position 5 continuative prefixes

na- -^ n- progressive

ga- ^ k- ascendant

ga- ~ x- descendant

Position 6 aspectival prefixes

ga- ~ x- imperfective

woo— w- perfective (This prefix never occurs with a

prefix in position 5,)

Position 7

daga- -^ dax- distributive (each one)

Position 8 subject prefixes

xa- ^ X- first person singular (I)

ee- second person singular (you)

too- first person plural (we)

yee- -^ y- second person plural (you)

doo- fourth person (someone, they, some people)

Position 9 extensors

There are sixteen extensors:

ya- (J-* di- da-

si- sa- dzi- s-

shi- sha- ji- sh-

li- la- dli- I-

(*Note: when none of the other fifteen extensors occurs, it is considered

that the extensor zero is present in the word. This is shown by the use

of the linguistic symbol 0.)
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Position 1 Stem

This is an indefinitely long list; over seven hundred and fifty are listed

in the dictionary.

Positions 11-12 inflectional suffixes

Position 1 1 consonantal suffixes

-ch '^-j frequentative

-k «- -g ~ -kw repetitive

-X habitual

Position 12 functional suffixes

Main verb suffixes

-een -- -con decessive

-ee ^ -00 desiderative

-k ~ -eek -- -ook optative

Subordinate verb suffixes



verb forms and tell us what their main meaning will be.

The hyphenated forms in parenthesis give the basic shapes of the

prefixes in cases where it would otherwise be difficult to decide what

prefixes are present in the verb form.

Position 4 prefix

This prefix is used mainly in verb forms

which contain an idea of incompleted or

non-existent action or state.

he s going to go, he

will go

he doesn 7 come here

00- ~ w- irrealis (unreal)

in all future forms

in all negative constructions

in ail potential forms

in frequentative forms in

conjugation 1

googagoot

(ga-oo-ga-0-g6ot)

tleii haa-x oogoot

nagwaag5ot

(na-oo-ga-ya-goot)

he can go

neil oogdotch he goes indoors (always)

Position 5 continuative prefixes

Since, in certain verb forms, particular themes occur without any

position 5 prefix, others occur with na-, others with ga-, and still others

with ga-, it is useful to consider these verb themes as belonging to

different classes, which will be labeled conjugations, (For a more

detailed treatment of conjugations, see section 5.) One of the chief uses

of these continuative prefixes is this conjugational use, but they may also

be used with verbs of any conjugation in certain forms which contain an

idea of continuous action or progress towards a certain state.

I- progressive Apart from its conjugational use, this prefix is

used in verb forms which contain an idea of

progress in action or state.

na

in all progressive verb forms

with conjugation 2 verb forms:

in desiderative forms

in imperative forms

in frequentative forms

in potential forms

yaa nag^t he 's going along

may he go, let him go

go!

he goes (here and there)

he can go

nagag6ot

nagu

nagutch

nagwaag6ot

in subordinate verbs, with forms containing the idea of:

sequential time nagoot as he went.,,

condition nagutnee ifhe goes,,,

habitual dependence nagagudin whenever he goes,.,

purpose ...nagagoodeet... in order to go
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ga— k- ascendant

in all future forms

Apart from its conjugational use, this prefix is

used in verb forms containing an idea of future

action or state. It may be noted that ga- only

occurs with certain conjugation 3 verb forms,

while the directional kei up occurs with others;

it is for this reason it has been labeled ascendant

googag6ot he 's going to go, he will go

(ga-oo-ga-0-g6ot)

with conjugation 3 verb forms:

in desiderative forms yaa kgagoot may he go along, keep

(ga-ga-0-g6ot) going

yaa gagu go along! keep going!

yaa gagiitch he goes along (stopping

every so often)

yaa kwgaagdot he can go along

(ga-oo-ga-ya-g6ot)

in subordinate verbs, with forms containing the idea of:

in imperative forms

in frequentative forms

in potential forms

sequential time

condition

habitual dependence

purpose

^x- descendant

yaa gag6ot as he went along..,

yaa gagutnee ifhe goes along, keeps

going...

yaa kgagudin whenever he goes along...

(ga-ga-0-gut-in)

... yaa kgag6odeet ...in order to go along,

keep going

This prefix has conjugational use only. It may

be noted that ga- occurs with only certain

conjugation 4 verb forms, while the directional

yei ^ yaa down occurs with others; it is for

this reason it has been labeled descendant

with conjugation 4 verb forms:

in desiderative forms yaa gagag6ot

in imperative forms

in frequentative forms

yaagagii

yaa gagutch

in potential forms yaa gwagaagoot

in subordinate verbs, with forms containing

sequential time yaa gag6ot ...

condition yaa gagutnee...

habitual dependence yaa gagagudin...

purpose yaa gagag5odeet
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may he go down, let him

go down

go down!

he goes down (every so

often)

he can go down

the idea of:

as he went down...

ifhe goes down...

whenever he goes down...

...in order to go down



Position 6 aspectival prefixes

So far as any prefixes are concerned with time, it is these prefixes which

have to do with the time aspect of the action or state. All verb forms can

be labeled imperfective (often associated with incomplete action or state),

perfective (often containing the idea of completed action or state), or

non-perfective (often associated with a present action or a state when the

focus is not on time), according to whether they contain ga-, woo- or

neither, respectively. These only very roughly indeed approximate to the

Enghsh time categories of future, past and present. Since they occur in

different combinations with other prefixes, it would be a mistake to try to

always translate any one of them in English by the same English tense,

ga- ^ x- imperfective

in all desiderative forms haa-t gag5ot may he come here

nagagoot may he go

haa-t gwaagdot he can come here

nagwaagoot he can go

haa-dei kwgag6ot he will come here

googagoot he mil go

in subordinate verbs, with forms containing the idea of:

in all potential forms

in all future forms

habitual dependence

purpose

haa-t gagudin whenever he comes, .

.

nagagudin whenever he goes.,,

haa-t gagoodeet .,.in order to come here

aa-dei nagagoodeet ... m order to go there

woo— w- perfective

in forms containing the idea of:

past action woogoot

past/present state wooliteesh

becoming wook^ei

he went

he was/is lonesome

it became good (Le., it was

mended, fixed)

For the sake of completeness, we will list here the main (independent)

verb forms that are neither perfective nor imperfective (that is, which are

non-perfective, containing neither aspectival prefix):

descriptive (with or without a continuative prefix of position 5)

(kaa yaa-nax) yagoot he goes (faster than

anyone)

yak^ei

naalei

graduative naagoot

repetitive yoo yagutkw

it 's fine, good

it's far, distant

he goes (at intervals, after

others)

he goes to and fro
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present at sa.^ he 's cooking

usitative kei gutch he goes up

haa-x goot he comes here

gunayei gutx he starts going

^ yax tanx it capsizes

positional da he's sitting

hin he's standing

frequentative (see position 4 and 5)

progressive (see position 5)

Position 7 prefix

daga- ~dax- distributive This prefix is used in forms containing the idea

of the action or state being concerned with each

of a group of individual items,

in transitive verb forms, where it concerns the object

adagakeis* she *s sewing each of them

in intransitive verb forms, where it concerns the subject

a saax'oo kudaxdzitee there are individual names

(for each person)

in stative verb forms, where it concerns the subject (so far as translational

meaning is concerned)

hospital-x* y6i dagaatee each of them is in hospital

(daga-ya-tee)

(For explanation of transitive, intransitive and stative, see section 3.3.)

Position 8 subject prefixes

These prefixes tell who is the person performing the action.

at xasa.ee Jam cooking

at toosa.^ we are cooking

at eesa.ee you (sg) are cooking

at yeesa.ee you (pi) are cooking

at sa.ee he/she is cooking

at doos.ee they (indefinite) are

cooking

(Note: the use of the different extensor (&• instead of sa-) in this last

example will be explained in section 4.2(6).)

Position 9 extensor prefixes

These prefixes have extremely complicated use, which will be explained

in some detail in section 4.

Position 10 is filled by the stem (see section 2).
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Position 1 1 consonantal suffixes

These suffixes occur in verb forms which contain an idea of repeated

or habitual action or state.

-ch ~-j frequentative

in all frequentative forms yaa gagutch

-k '^ -g '^ -kw repetitive

in all repetitive forms

-X habitual

in all habitual forms

yoo yagutkw

gunay^i gutx

at unx

he goes along (stopping at

intervals)

he goes to and fro

he starts going (habitually)

he shoots (habitually)

Position 12 functional suffixes

These suffixes are used (with certain combinations of prefixes) to show

the function of the verb form in the total sentence (with the exception

of the decessive). It will be noted that the three suffixes which are used

with main verbs, desiderative, optative, and decessive, are not used very

frequently, and most main verbs do not contain any functional suffix.

The absence of such a suffix, therefore, usually shows that the verb is

functioning in the main clause of the sentence.

-een ~-oon decessive This suffix is used in verb forms which refer to

a time when the situation was other than it was,

is, or later will be.

aa-dei woog6odeen he had gone there

aa-dei yoo gudgeon he used to go there

-ee ~ -00 desiderative This suffix is used in verb forms expressing a

desire, or a question or exhortation.

nagag6odee may he go, let him go

(Note: it will be noticed that the verb form may occur without this suffix

and still carry the same meaning; some speakers are more inclined to use

the suffix than others.)

-k '^-eek ~-ook optative This suffix is used in verb forms which express

a desire, always negative so far as the parts of

the construction are concerned, but not always

negative in translation.

tieil haa-x oogoodeek may he not come here

tleil yoo oogutgook may he never go

gwaa M kwshe yei

a daa-ooneik may he/they do it
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The next four functional suffixes are all used in subordinate verb forms.

-ee '^-oo participial This suffix is used in verb forms in subordinate

clauses. The clause may be used with a

syntactic marker immediately following the

verb. Without a syntactic marker, the clause

generally translates as a when clause. It may
also be used as an object clause.

woogoodee when he went.,,

aa-dei woogoodee-dax after he went there...

-nee conditional This suffix is used in verb forms in subordinate

clauses which generally translate as //clauses

(//in the sense of a future when). The main

clause following almost always contains a future

verb form.

haa-t gutnee //he comes here . .

.

-in '^-un contingent This suffix is used in verb forms in subordinate

clauses which generally translate as whenever

clauses. The main clause following always

contains a frequentative verb form.

haa-t gagudin whenever he comes here...

-t ~-eet '^-oot purposive This suffix is used in verb forms in subordinate

clauses which generally translate as purpose

clauses.

haa-t gagdodeet ... in order to come here

-ee '^-oo attributive This suffix is used in verb forms which occur in

nominal phrases, modifying the noun. These

can be compared to an English relative clause.

haa-t oowagudee (kaa) (the man) who came here

aa-dei woog6odee (kaa) (the man) who went there

The suffix is used when the verb form contains an A extensor, but not

when it contains a B extensor (for an explanation of A and B extensors,

see section 4.1):

neech-x yaa nagut (kaa) (the man) who is going

along the beach

1 .4 Combinations of prefixes

We have already seen that a prefix may have one or more shapes and

that sometimes two or more prefixes combine together in such a way that

a clear break cannot be made between them. For example, in nagwaagdot

he can go, we have seen that the three prefixes oo-ga-ya- combine to form
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the one syllable gwaa. Similarly, in the word xwasiteen/ jaw /Y, the part

xwa- is made up of the position 6 prefix woo- and the position 8 prefix

xa-. It is more difficult to recognize that in nakagdot let me go, may I go,

the part ka- is made up of the position 6 prefix ga- and the position 8

prefix xa-. We recognize this combination when we study a set of forms

such as:

nakagoot (na-ga-xa-0-goot)

nageeg6ot (na-ga-ee-0-g6ot)

na^g5ot (na-ga-0-g6ot)

let me go, may I go

may you go

let him go, may he go

The rules which describe these combinations are a complicated part of

Tlingit grammar and all that will be done here is to show the result of

some of the rules in some commonly occurring words:

Positions

4 5 6 8 9 10

yei

yei

yei

y^i

yei

yei

yei a

oo-

00-

00-

00-

oo-ga-ga-

oo-ga-ga-

oo-ga-ga-

oo-ga-ga

oo-ga-ga-

oo-ga-ga-

oo-ga-ga-

woo-xa- si-teen

woo-ee- si-teen

woo- si-teen

woo-too-si-teen

woo-xa- ya-g5ot

woo-ee- ya-goot

woo- ya-g6ot

woo-too-ya-,aat

woo-ee- ya-jak

woo- ya-jak

xa- ya-j6e

ee- ya-jee

ya-j6e

too-ya-jee

xa- 0-g6ot

ee- 0-g6ot

|!^g6ot

too-0- .aat

xa- sa-t6en

ee- sa-teen

sa-teen

ag^

age

ag6

xwasiteen / saw it

yeesiteen ag6? did you see it?

awsiteen he/she saw it

wootoositeen we saw it

xwaag6ot I went

yeegoot age? did you go?

woog6ot he/she went

wootoowa.aat we went

eeyajak age? did you kill it?

aawajak

y^i xwaajee

yei eeyajee

yei oowajee

yei toowajee

kookagoot

he/she killed it

I think so

you think so

he/she thinks so

we think so

I'm going

yei oo-ga-ga- too-sa-teen

ag6 gageegoot age? are you going?

googagoot he/she is going

gaxtoo.aat we 're going

yei kwkasat6en III see it

yei kgeesateen you 11 see it

yei agooxsateen he/she will

see it

yei gaxtoosat^n we 7/ see it



Suffixes which occur in invariable stems may be divided into those

which contain a vowel and those which consist of a consonant only. This

division produces two groups of suffixes which differ in another respect:

when an invariable stem contains a suffix of the second kind, it quite

frequently happens that a variable stem is related to the invariable stem.

The variable stem is the one from which the invariable stem is formed.

This relationship is not found involving those suffixes which contain a

vowel.

-aa

-xaa

Below are listed some of the suffixes containing a vowel and for each

of them is given an example of a word containing a stem having that suffix:

has ash koolk^ishaa

ayawlik^ishxaa

kalisayjaa

kadoolnoox^akw

yax yakwgaxeexan

lisaayee

koolixeetl^shan

-jaa

-akw

-an

-ee ^ -yee

-ch'an '^-shan

they 're playing baseball

he missed the ball

it (a stove) is hot

they remove the shell

he 7/ be normal again

he has a (big) name

it's dangerous

(Note: in these last two examples, the basic shape (see section 1.1) is

given first in the listing, but the non-basic shape is shown in the example.)

When the invariable stem contains a suffix consisting of a consonant

only, the usual pattern is for that stem to occur in what we have called

the present form of the verb (see section 1 .3, position 6 prefixes) and the

variable stem in all other forms. Most of these suffixes are listed below,

with examples of the present form of the verb and the perfective (that is,

the form that contains the position 6 prefix woo-):

-V

-ch~-j

-k -^ -g ^ -kw

present



-x' ~-x*w at sa.mx* awsi.een

he 's packing stuff(in he carried it (in

boxes) container)

-X kadaheix akaawahaa

he 's planting he planted it

Invariable stems formed from consonantal suffixes like those illustrated

above have generally not been listed in the dictionary.

Three of the consonantal suffixes (-eh '^ -j, -k ~ -g '^^ -kw, and -x) have

the same shape as the three inflectional consonantal suffixes (see section

1.2), but it is convenient to consider them different suffixes since their

behavior is different and the patterns of the language are made clearer

by considering them to be different suffixes.

2.3 Singular and plural stems

Some verb stems may be paired together as singular and plural stems,

that is, stems used when the action is performed by one or more than one

person respectively. The following examples will illustrate the pairing:

singular plural

goot^: .aat^ woogoot has woo.aat

he went they went

haan^ : naak^ han has nak

he 's standing they 're standing

nook^ : kee woonook has wookee

he sat down they sat down

In the dictionary, entries of the following kind will be found:

goot^ (basically singular; see .aat^ for plural)

.aat^ (basically plural; see goot^ for singular)

haan^ (basically singular; see naak^ for plural)

naak^ (basically plural; see haan^ for singular)

3. The verb theme

We have said that the stem is the part of the word that carries the

dictionary meaning of the word. This is only partly true in Tlingit. When

a verb word contains one or more prefixes in positions 1 , 2, and 3 (the

theme prefixes), they too carry part of the dictionary meaning of the

word, and so does the extensor, in position 9 (immediately before the

stem). The part of the word made up of the theme prefixes (if any), the
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extensor, and the stem is called the theme in Tlingit grammar. Therefore

it is truer to say that the theme (not the stem alone) is the part of the

word that carries the dictionary meaning of the word.

There are certain verb forms in English which can be compared to the

Tlingit theme. For example, the stem -sist could not be listed in an

English dictionary with any meaning; it always has to be given with a

derivational prefix, giving such words as insist, resist, consist, which are

like the total Tlingit theme. Similarly -tract is given with its derivational

prefixes (which can be thought of as very similar to the THngit theme

prefixes): retract, contract, extract, subtract and so on.

As we saw in section 1.1, inflectional suffixes may be added to these

verb forms, but these do not produce new words as far as an English

dictionary is concerned; subtracts, subtracting, subtracted would all be

considered forms of the dictionary word subtract. However, if a different

derivational prefix is used, for example de-, then we have a new dictionary

word: detract,

3.1 Finding the theme

The difference in Tlingit is that the theme is not generally a full word,

but must usually have an inflectional prefix (positions 4-8) added to make

it a full word. Therefore, in listing the verbs in a Tlingit dictionary, a

'skeleton' of each verb is given. The skeleton is the theme, made up of the

theme prefixes (if any), extensor and stem. To use the word, one must

put 'flesh' on the skeleton, that is, add inflectional prefixes (and maybe

suffixes as well). To be precise, the tone on the stem and whether the

vowel of the stem is short or long is part of the 'flesh' too.

In the following examples, the themes (skeletons) are given in the first

column, and full words made from those themes in the second column.

(Themes are always written with hyphens between the parts.) In these

examples, the 'flesh' that has been added each time is the position 6

inflectional prefix woo- and the stem tone and vowel length;

ya-t^aa oowat^aa it *s warm (e.g., water)

si-naa woosinaa it *s damp (e.g. , laundry)

shi-neik wooshinek it (snow) is rotten, slushy

li-xoon woolixoon he*s lost weight, become thin

Each of these four themes consists of an extensor and a stem. The extensor

occurs in position 9, just before the stem, in every verb. (For total listing

of extensors, see section 1,2.) (Note: the extensor ya- has the variant

form wa- in the example given above.)
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In the following four examples, the themes consist of a theme prefix,

extensor and stem, and the 'flesh' is again the inflectional prefix woo-

(and the stem vowel and tone):

ka-ya-t'aa kaawat^aa it's ripe (fruit)

ya-ya-t'aa yaawat^aa it's hot, heated (e.g., water)

lu-ya-shaash loowashaash it's worn down (e.g., point of

pencil)

lu-di-geel loowdigil it's blunt (ofpoint)

The theme prefixes here are ka-, ya-, and lu-, and the extensors are ya-

and di-.

A theme may contain more than one prefix; the next two examples

each contain two theme prefixes:

ya-ka-li-kees' yakawliki^s^ it's gone out (a light)

sha-ya-di-haa shayawdihaa there were many

There are sixteen extensors in all and they occur in four sets of four:

the si- set consists of si-, sa-, dzi-, s-

the shi- set consists of shi-, sha-, ji-, sh-

the li- set consists of li-, la-, dli, I-

the ya- set consists of ya-, ^, di-, da-

A theme which we will call a si- theme is one which is listed with si- in the

'skeleton', and this means that any one of the si- set of extensors can be

used in verb forms having this theme. For example, the verb theme si-xdn

love can be found with any one of the si- set extensors, as in the

following examples:

ee toosixan we love you

tleil ee toosaxan we don 't love you
woosh toodzixdn we love each other

tleil woosh toosxan we don 't love each other

(In sections 4.1 and 4.2, we shall be considering the conditions under

which each of the four extensors is used.)

Let us now look at the matter of themes the other way round; instead

of building up a full word by adding inflectional prefixes to the theme,

we will look at a set of full words all containing the same theme and try

to see what is this underlying theme (the inflectional prefixes (if any)

found in each word are given in the last column):

kashx^et he 's writing none

yaa akanashxit he 's writing it out na-

t!6il kooshxeet he 's not writing oo-

tl6il kawooshxeet he didn 't write oo-woo-
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kaxwshixit / y^rote it woo-xa-

kawjixit Ws written woo-

akawshixft he wrote it woo-

kaxtooshaxeet let's write it ga-too-

akakwgashaxeet he will write it oo-ga-ga-

kashaxft write it! none

We can pick out the stem in all of these words: it has the forms xeet,

xft, and xeet, and occurs in final position in each of the words. We shall

write the stem as xeet in the theme (removing the 'flesh' of the tone and

variable vowel length). Just before the stem, we find the parts sh-, shi-,

ji-, or sha-. This means that the verb selects its extensor from the shi-

set of extensors; we show this by writing shi- in the theme. Then finally,

there is a theme prefix ka- that occurs in each of the words. This is

probably easiest to see in the command form of the verb (the last

example). So we find that this verb has the theme ka-shi-xeet write.

3.2 Active and middle themes

We have said that there are si- themes, shi- themes, li- themes and ya-

themes. As we have seen with the theme si-xan, these can each be used

with any one of their own set of four extensors.

There are also themes which can be used with only two of the extensors

of one of the sets. These are:

dzi- themes, used with dzi- and s-

ji- themes, used with ji- and sh-

dli- themes, used with dli- and I-

di- themes, used with di- and da-

The following are examples of these, once again with the inflectional

prefix woo-:

dzi-geet woodzigeet he fell

ji-xeex woojix^ex he ran

dli-neiti woodlineitl he 's fat

di-haan woodihaan he stood up

In order to name these different types of themes, we are borrowing

terms from Greek grammar; we are calling the si-, shi-, li-, and ya- themes

(those which can use all four extensors from the set) active themes, while

the dzi-, ji-, dli-, and di- themes (which use only two of the extensors

from the set) are called middle themes. In Greek, there are verbs called

active, middle and passive, which differ as follows:

in active verbs, the person or thing affecting other persons or things

in the situation is the grammatical subject;
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in middle verbs, the person or thing which is the grammatical subject

is both the doer and the one who is affected in the situation;

in passive verbs, the person or thing which is affected in the situation

is the grammatical subject.

These meanings are the meanings that Greek verbs which are active, middle

or passive will usually have, though a verb may sometimes be middle in

form but active in meaning. The same is true of verbs that we call active

and middle in Tlingit (passive will be discussed at the end of this section).

The following pairs of active and middle themes illustrate the meaning

of active and middle; in the first of each pair we have a person or thing

affecting other persons or things, while in the second of each pair we have

both the doer and the one who is affected as the subject of the verb:

ka-Ii-seet at kawlisit she braided something

sha-ka-dli-seet shakawdlisft she braided her own hair

ka-li-naash kei at kawiinaash // shook something off

ya-ka-di-naash yakawdinaash he shook his head

si-haan awsihaan (a-woo-si-) he stood him up

di-haan woodihaan he stood up

It must be remembered that not every theme which is grammatically a

middle theme in Tlingit (that is a dzi-, ji-, dli-, or di- theme) will have the

middle meaning given above. Middle themes will be discussed further

in section 4.2.

English has no grammatically middle verbs, but it does have active and

passive (for example, active: fills, filled; passive: is filled, was filled).

Tlingit has active and middle verbs, but no passive. What is passive in

English translates into Tlingit in a number of different ways:

(1) the subject of the sentence may be marked by -ch:

kaa-ch shawlihik wei yaakw the boat was filled by the men

(2) the fourth person subject prefix doo- may be used:

shawdoodlihik wei yaakw the boat was filled by them

(indefinite)

(3) a stative theme (sha-ya-heek) may be used instead of a transitive

theme (sha-ii-heek) (for stative and transitive, see section 3.3):

shaawahik wei yaakw the boat was filled, was full

3.3 Transitivity system of themes

As well as classifying themes as active and middle, we can classify them

as transitive, intransitive, stative or impersonal. Transitive and intransitive

may be familiar terms from English grammar; the other terms arise in
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Tlingit grammar because some Tlingit verbs, unlike any English verb, never

occur with a subject. In English, every verb has a subject (with the

exception of command forms), even if it is only it, as in it's raining,

(1) A transitive theme is one that may occur with a subject and an object.

We can be certain that it does if we find it occurring with a subject prefix

(listed in section 1 .2) in position 8 and a pronominal object word (listed

in section 6.2) just before the verb word itself. By this, we know the

following themes are transitive:
obj. subf.

word prefix

si-,ee at xasa.ee Fm cooking something at xa-

si-teen ee xwsiteen / saw you ee xa-

ya-gwaal xat woodoowagwal somebody hit me xat doo-

ya-ya-dlaak kuyawtoowadlaak we won (we beat them) ku too-

(Note: the two pronominal object words a and ku, which with some

themes occur obligatorily (see next section), are written as one word with

the verb word.)

A transitive theme then, is one that may occur with a substitutable

subject prefix and pronominal object word. By substitutable we mean

that any one of the set of subject prefixes and pronominal object words

may occur with the verb.

(2) Intransitive themes may occur with a substitutable subject prefix, but

never occur with a substitutable pronominal object word. The following

are typical intransitive themes:

subject prefix

ya-goot



There are also stative themes which never occur with a pronominal object

word, but which may occur with an object noun or noun phrase. That

they do not occur with a pronominal object is considered a semantic

restriction (that is, it would not make sense). For example, the verb form

daak woositan it (precipitation) is falling may occur with an object noun

such as seew rain: seew daak woositan it is raining, but there is no

pronominal object word with which it would make sense.

(4) Impersonal themes are those themes which never occur with either a

substitutable subject prefix or pronominal object word. These themes

are rare; they are almost exclusively concerned with describing sky and

weather conditions. For example:

xee-ya-.aat xeewa.aat it's dusk

3.4 Pronominals that are not substitutable

Some themes do occur with a pronominal object word but we do not

call them stative or transitive as the case may be, because they always, in

all their forms, occur with the same pronominal word and never with an

object noun or noun phrase. The pronominal is not substitutable, so

these themes are classified as impersonal or intransitive.

Most impersonal verbs are of this kind. In the great majority of cases,

the pronominal is either a or ku. These two pronominals are both

written as though they were part of the theme:

a-ka-ya-xaats' akaawaxaats' the sky is clear

a-ya-daak aawadaak it *s stopped (raining, etc,

)

a-di-gaan awdigaan the sun is shining

a-ya-di-tee ayawditee it 's stormy or windy

ku-li-goos' kulig6os' it*s cloudy

ku-ka-ya-xaak kukaawaxaak the weather is crisp and dry

ku-ka-dli-xwaan kukawdlixwan it's frosty

A few intransitive themes behave in the same way; the following are

some examples:

a-dzi-kaa

ku-dzi^ei

a-ya-keet

ku-ii-gaaw

ku-dzi-tee

ku-dii-gaat

ku-ya-k'eet*

atoodzikaa

yaa keedzigei

axakeet ag^

kuxwligaaw

ax' kuxwdzitee

yaa kuxwdligaat

kuxwaak'ft'

we're lazy

you are intelligent

did I snore?

Ifought

I was bom there

I'm wandering lost

I picked berries
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Some themes do occur with a subject prefix but we do not call them

intransitive or transitive as the case might be, because they always, in

all their forms, occur with the same subject prefix (doo- fourth person)

and never with a subject noun or noun phrase. The pronominal is

not substitutable, so these themes are classified as stative. The prefix doo-

is treated as though it were part of the theme:

doo-ya-nook woodoowanuk the wind is blowing

doo-ya-kook woodoowakuk it 's bubbling out fast

ka-doo-ya-x^aak yaa kandoox^ak a school (ofporpoise, etc.) is

swimming along

There are a few themes (of which ka-doo-ya-x^aak is one) which contain

the theme prefix ka- and the subject prefix doo- and which pair off with

related themes not having these two prefixes. When two themes pair in

this way, the theme without the doo- refers to the singular and the theme

with the doo- to the plural; for example:

ya-x'aak yaa nax^ak it (whale) is swimming along

ka-doo-ya-x^aak yaa kandoox^ak they are swimming along

shi-k^ein yaa nashk'en he's jumping along

ka-doo-ya-k'ein yaa kandook^en they 're jumping along

One impersonal theme has been noted that contains the prefix doo-

and also contains the pronominal object ku-:

ku-ka-doo-ya-geet kukawdoowagit it's raining in squalls

4. The extensors

As we have seen, the extensors occur in position 9, immediately before

the verb stem, and every verb word contains one of them. It will be

convenient to have before us a chart of these sixteen forms:
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section 4.3, we shall consider factors that determine the selection of a

particular set.

Taking the si- extensor set from the chart above, we can rearrange this

series in a square:

A B

1 (odd) si- sa-

2 (even) dzi- s-

In order to help in describing conditions which make for the selection of

an extensor from a particular column or row, we will label the extensors

A or B and odd or even, according to their occurrence in the square. Thus,

si- is an odd A extensor and s- is an even B extensor.

The other three extensor sets can be grouped into A and B extensors

and odd and even extensors in the same way:

A B A B A B

1 (odd) shi- sha- li- la- ya- 0-

2 (even) ji- sh- dli- I- di- da-

The extensor 0- occurs in the ya- extensor set. In section 1 .2, where

the extensors were listed, it was said that this zero extensor is considered

to be present when none of the other fifteen extensors is found in a verb

form. It proves convenient to consider this zero as an extensor, since

this fills in the pattern of four sets of four, which makes grammatical

statements easier to make than if we had three sets of four extensors and

one set of three.

In the examples in the following sections, we shall work with verb

themes that select their extensors from the si- set (si-, sa-, dzi-, s-) as far

as possible.

4.1 A and B extensors

An A extensor is used more frequently in speech than a B extensor.

The following examples all contain the A extensors si- or dzi-:

at woosi.ee ^he cooked something

at woositeen he saw something

woodzigeet he fell down

yei xat yawsikaa he said so to me
doo toowoo sigoo he*s happy

atoodzikaa we 're lazy

xat sixan he loves me
si.aat^ it's cold
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nasidaa it flows

yoo akasit^k'kw it twists (wire) to and fro

The first four examples above are all perfectives (that is, contain the

perfective prefix woo- (see section 1 .3, position 6 prefixes)); the last six

are non-perfective. Perfective verb forms containing an A extensor occur

very frequently in speech; non-perfectives containing an A extensor are

less frequent, but there is more variety in types of prefix combinations

possible with these; imperfectives are uncommon: there is only one type

of prefix combination possible with an A extensor, namely:

(a kaa) gatoosi.ee we can cook (in it)

All other types of verb forms contain a B extensor. The following

examples all contain the B extensors sa- or s-:

at sa.ee he's cooking

at gooxsa.6e he !$ going to cook

at sa.r cook!

at gatoosa.ee let's cook

at toosa.eeych we cook (always)

yan-dei yaa at natoosa.^en we *ve almost finished cooking

at gagaxtoos.^ we 'II cook for ourselves

yei kwga^6et he 's going to fall down

kei agaxtooskaa we 11 be lazy

The odd B extensor sa- has a variant shape s- that is used immediately

following the prefixes oo-, woo-, na- and ga- (the descendant, not the

imperfective) and the pronominals a and ku; for example:

at oos.6eych he cooks (always)

yan-dei yaa at nas.6en he's almost finished cooking

(A comparison of these last two forms with the fifth and sixth examples

respectively above shows plainly the variation in extensor shape and

some of the conditioning factors.)

We can now summarize the types of main (independent) verb forms

which use the A extensors and those which use the B extensors. (Labeled

examples of these types can be found in section 1.3.)

A extensors are used by the following, if they are not also negative

and/or decessive:

Imperfective - all potential verb forms

Perfective - all (except negatives and decessives as already

noted)

Non-perfective- descriptive, graduative and repetitive verb forms
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B extensors are used by negative and decessive verb forms and by the

following:

Imperfective - all future and desiderative verb forms

Perfective - none (except negatives and decessives as already

noted)

Non-perfective- all frequentatives, progressives, imperatives,

optatives; present, usitative and positional verb

forms

As has been mentioned above, all verb forms occurring in negative

constructions will contain a B extensor (as well as the irrealis prefix oo-

(see section 1.3)):

tieil xat eesaxan (oo-ee-sa-xan) you don Y love me

In the positive form this verb would have an A extensor:

xat eesixan (ee-si-xan) you love me

This same positive form, which is non-decessive (that is, does not contain

the decessive suffix -een), has a decessive counterpart which contains a B

extensor:

xat eesaxineen (ee-sa-xan-een) you used to love me

All the verb forms we have considered so far have been main verb

forms, A main verb form may be considered one which makes a complete

sentence by itself, or in certain cases, with some adverbial expression.

Subordinate verb forms are those used in clauses which cannot make a

complete sentence on their own. Such clauses express time relationships,

condition, purpose, and so on. All these subordinate verb forms contain

B extensors:

at gasteen ... as he saw something ...

at woosteenee ... when he saw something ...

at gastinnee ... if he sees something ...

at gaxsatuiin ... whenever he saw something ...

... at gaxsateent ... in order to see something

One further type of verb form needs to be mentioned: the attributive.

This is used in a clause that modifies a noun. Such a clause is similar in

meaning to the English relative clause (as in: (the man) who came today,

(the seal) that got away). In Tlingit the modifying clause occurs before

the noun. Let us form some of these modifying clauses from some of the

main verb forms of our previous examples:

si.aat' it's cold

sLaat^ee Keen water which is cold
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nasidaa it flows

nasidaayee heen flowing water (that is, which is

flowing)

woodzigeet he fell

a kaa woodzigeedee t'eex' ice on which he fell

(a kaa) at gatoosi.ee we can cook (in it)

a kaa gatoosi.eeyee k'wati a pot in which we can cook it

All these contained an A extensor in their main verb form; in their

modifying form they contain an A extensor and the attributive suffix

(see section 1.3, position 12).

If a main verb form contains a B extensor, then its modifying

counterpart will also contain a B extensor. It should be noted that in

this case it will have no attributive suffix:

at gaxtoosa.ee we're going to cook

gaxtoosa.ee koox the rice we're going to cook

The negative of an attributive is an exception to the general rule that

all negative verb forms contain a B extensor; the negative of an attributive

has the same extensor as its positive form:

x'alitseenee k^watl an expensive pot

1 x'eilitseenee k'wati an inexpensive pot

4,2 Odd and even extensors

We have considered the selection of A (si-, dzi-, etc.) and B (sa-, s-, etc.)

extensors; now we consider the selection of odd (si-, sa-, etc.) and even

dzi-, S-, etc.) extensors.

The odd extensors may be taken to be the basic ones, carrying neutral

meaning, and from verb forms containing odd extensors those containing

even extensors are derived. It is the meaningful selection of even extensors,

therefore, that will be discussed and illustrated in the following paragraphs.

Both odd and even extensors are used with active themes (for distinction

between active and middle themes, see section 3.2), but middle themes

occur with even extensors only. We may say, therefore, that one use of

even extensors is to convey the meaning of middle. (It was stated in

section 3.2 that a middle verb is one in which the person or thing which

is the grammatical subject is both the doer and the one who is affected

in the situation.) We may extend this further, to cover the use of even

extensors with certain active themes as well as with middle themes, by

stating that when an even extensor is used, the verb word will be
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restricted in its reference to persons or things involved in a situation, as

compared with its odd extensor counterpart.

There are still further uses of the even extensors not covered by this

statement. In the following paragraphs we shall list some of the uses of

even extensors and compare (basic) verb forms that contain odd extensors

with the forms derived from these containing even extensors.

(1) An even extensor is used when the action is reflexive {to or for oneself

and involving the pronominal sh) or reciprocal (to or for each other and

involving the pronominal woosh):

at woositeen he saw something

sh woodziteen he saw himself

has at woositeen they saw something

woosh has woodziteen they saw each other

The reflexive pronominal sh requires the use of an even extensor

whether the pronominal occurs in the verb phrase (as in the example

above), or in some other phrase of the sentence:

kaa too-gaa yatee he is satisfactory (that is, others

are satisfied with him)

sh too-gaa ditee he is satisfied

ax kax x'ayat'^ex' he disputed in my defense

sh kax x'adit'eex' he disputed in his own defense

Similarly, the reciprocal pronominal woosh requires the use of an even

extensor whether the pronominal occurs in the verb phrase (as in the

example above), or, if the verb is stative or intransitive, in some other

phrase of the sentence:

heen kaa-nax wootoowa.aat we went across the river

woosh kaa-nax wootoodi.aat we met each other

(2) As has been stated, an even extensor may be used with middle meaning

with some themes (that is, the actor in the situation in some way affects

himself):

keenaak.at yee.at kaa yei aya.6o he*s put the coat on the bed/

mattress

keenaak.at naa yei adi.oo he's put on a coat

Similarly, an even extensor will be used with middle meaning with

certain themes containing a theme prefix, when that prefix corresponds

to a noun which refers (at least in part) to both the doer and the one

who is affected. In the following example, the theme prefix sha-

corresponds to the noun (ax) shaxaawoo (my) hair:
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ax shaxaawoo xwaa.oos*

shaxwdi.oos*

/ washed my hair

(3) An even extensor is used when a transitive verb is used without

reference to an object:

x'iix' kaxshaxeet

kaxashx6et

x'ux' kaxwshixrt

kaxwjixft

naa.at xakeis^

xadakeis^

I'ee x'wan kaxsane

kaxasn6

Fm writing a letter

Fm writing

I wrote a letter

I wrote

Fm sewing clothes

rm sewing

Fm knitting socks

Fm knitting

(4) An even extensor is used when a transitive verb is used without

reference to a subject. In this case, some inanimate thing is spoken of as

though it were animate:

at woosi.aax he sounded something

woodzi.aax it echoed (that is, sounded itself)

he boiled the waterKeen awli.ak

Keen woodli.ik the water boiled

w6osh-dax awligaat he cracked it (rock) in two

woosh-dax woodligaat it (rock) cracked in two

(5) An even extensor is used when an intransitive or stative verb is used

with the directional kux back, either in the verb phrase or in some other

phrase in the sentence:

neil-dei gaxtoo.aat

kux-dei gaxtooda.aat

yaa nakux

kux-dei yaa ndakux

we *re going home
we *re going back

he 's going along (in a boat)

he *s going back (in a boat)

(6) One use of even extensors which does not fall within their general

meaning concerns their occurrence with the fourth person subject prefix

doo-. When a verb theme occurs with the si-, shi- or li- set of extensors,

then with that theme the prefix doo- occurs with an even extensor:

koox wootoosi.ee we cooked rice

k6ox woodoodzi.ee they (indefinite) cooked rice

x'ux' kawtooshixft we wrote a letter

x'ux' kawdoojixft they (indefinite) wrote a letter
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However, when a verb theme occurs with the ya- set of extensors, then

with that verb theme the prefix doo- occurs with an odd extensor:

at wootoowaxda we ate something

at woodoowaxaa they (indefinite) ate something

This is true even if for other reasons an even extensor would have been

expected:

kux wootoodi.at we went back

kux woodoowa.at they (indefinite) went back

It is true even if the theme is a middle theme (that is, a theme which,

except for this one special case, always occurs with even extensors):

at wootoodinaa we drank something

at woodoowanaa they (indefinite) drank something

Another use of even extensors which does not fall within the general

meaning of even extensors concerns themes which describe going about,

or a reversal of direction:

sha-ka-dli-gaan

yaa ku-dli-gaat

shu-ka-dli-xaach

a-ya-di-haan

ya-ka-di-nook^

dzi-k^oot

ya-ji-.aak

ya-dzi-.aa

at has shakawdligaan

yaa koowdligaat

has shukalxaach

ayawdihaan

yoo yakwdinuk'kw

aa-dax kei wdzik'ut

(xaat) yawji.aak

(tsaa) at yawdzi.aa

they sauntered round

he wandered round

they trolled

he turned back, fled

it swivels

it rebounds from it

(the salmon) was floundering

(the hair seal) swam round

(coming up, looking round,

and going down again)

4.3 Extensor sets

In the last two sections we have considered when an A extensor and

when a B extensor is selected, and when an odd extensor and when an

even extensor, within a set of extensors. We have now to consider how a

selection is made between the extensor sets.

Let us look at the following examples:

ya-jaak

ya-hoon

ya-.aak

(The shi- set of extensors will be left out of the discussion since it is

comparatively little used.) All of these verb themes are transitive and

there does not seem to be any real reason, as far as meaning is concerned,
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why some should be ya- themes, some si- themes, and others li- themes.

Every language at some point makes arbitrary choices. This means that

in many cases the combination of particular extensor set and particular

verb stem has to be learned for each theme. (This might be compared
with English in- and un-, both meaning not, the first occurring with

certain stems, as in: insecure, inefficient, invisible, inexcusable, and the

second with other stems, as in: unequal, unhappy, unavoidable, unsafe.)

Actually, there is a tendency for ya- themes to be intransitive or stative,

and for si- and li- themes to be transitive. Whether the si- or li- set of

extensors is selected is partly determined by the sounds the stem contains,

for si- set extensors are never used with stems containing dz, ts, ts^ s, s', j,

ch, ch^ sh (sibilants) or di, tl, tl', 1, 1' (laterals), whereas li- set extensors

may be used with such stems.

In the paragraphs that follow, we shall contrast the meaning of ya-,

si- and li- sets of extensors in cases where two or more of them can be

used with the same stem. We shall mainly be concerned with how ya- set

extensors relate to si- and li- set extensors.

(1) In some themes (and which themes these are has to be learned), the

extensor set is classificatory in meaning. By classificatory is meant that

there is reference to classes of objects. The general system (which involves

the theme prefix ka- as well as extensor sets) is as follows:

ya- general, often compact object

si- or li- solid, often large and complex object

ka-ya- round object

ka-si- or ka-li- small stick-like object, or grain-like objects

Some of the stems which are used in this classificatory system are;

hees^ borrow gei be big

taaw steal yaat* belong

.00 buy woox' be wide

tee pick up, carry tlei be big in girth

We will illustrate the system using the stem taaw:

ya-taaw daanaa xwaataw / stole money

si-taaw atshikook xwasitaw / stole a radio

ka-ya-taaw x'aax' kaxwaataw / stole an apple

ka-si-taaw kooxeedaa kaxwsitaw / stole a pencil

(2) In some themes, the si- or li- set of extensors is selected when that

which is used to perform the action is mentioned and is marked with

the instrumental marker -ch (see section 7.4). There is a corresponding

ya- theme which is used without the marked noun:
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ya-jaak (ts'itskw) xwaajak

li-jaak tei-ch xwalijak

ya-kei xwaakei

si-kei daanaa-ch xwasikei

I killed (a bird)

I killed it with a stone

I paid

I paid (with) a dollar

(3) In some themes, the si- or li- set of extensors is transitivizing; that is,

there is a ya- theme that is intransitive and a corresponding si- or li- theme

that is transitive. The transitive theme is often causative in meaning:

ya-.aat neil wootoowa.at we went indoors

si-.aat (at yatx'ee) neil wootoosi.at we made (the children) go

in
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are those that have a change of vowel in the stem in the past participle:

feed, fed; find, found; hang, hung; ring, rung; shoot, shot, and so on;

there are others that z^^-en^-n:fall, fallen; give, given; blow, blown;

see, seen,'., and so on; and there are some that have both a change of

vowel and the addition of -en: break, broken; choose, chosen; forget,

forgotten; rise, risen.

In Tlingit, there are other types of inflectional possibilities according to

which verbs can be grouped. There is not one regular pattern to which

most verbs belong (as in English) and other irregular patterns. Rather

there are four regular patterns of inflection and because of this the

grouping of verbs according to inflectional possibihties is specially useful.

On the basis of these patterns four groups, known as conjugations, are set

up. Every verb theme belongs to one of these four conjugations.

5.1 The conjugations illustrated

Let us take some examples (one from each conjugation) in order to

see what are the different patterns that make up the four conjugations.

The verb themes in these examples are:

shoot

wash

conjugation 1

2

3

4

ya-.oon

ya-.oos'

ya-shaat grab

inviteya-.eex^

They are all transitive, all occur with extensor ya- and no theme prefix,

and all have the same stem changes of the kind described in section 2.1

(and therefore any apparent difference in their stem changes is due to the

different conjugations they belong to and not to differences in their

pattern of stem changes).



If there were no groups of verb themes of the kind we are calHng

conjugations, then in each of the five columns above all the four forms

would be the same (apart from the stem). It is because each of the four

verb themes we have chosen belong to different conjugations that we have

four forms, in each of the columns, that are different in more than just

the stem. Let us notice what the conjugational differences are so far as

these particular forms are concerned:

First, let us notice that in the imperative (first column) and in the

perfective (third column), the vowel of the stem is short (that is, one of

the vowel sounds i, e, u, a) in the first verb and long (that is, ee, ei, oo, or

aa) in the other three. This is a regular feature of conjugation 1 as

compared with conjugations 2, 3, and 4.

Secondly, we notice that in the imperative and in the desiderative

(second column), the first verb has no prefix in position 5 whereas the

other three have either prefix na- or ga- or ga- in position 5, This too is a

regular feature of conjugation 1 (no prefix), conjugation 2 (prefix na-),

conjugation 3 (prefix ga-), and conjugation 4 (prefix ga-).

Thirdly, notice that in the perfective, future, and optative (third, fourth,

and fifth columns), the prefixes are the same for each of the four verbs,

but in the future and optative, the third verb occurs with the directional

kei and the fourth with the directional yei, and that in the optative the

second verb occurs with the directional yoo. This too is a usual feature

of the conjugations.

Finally, notice that in the optative, all the verbs have an inflectional

suffix immediately following the stem, the first verb has the suffix -x,

the second -g, and the third and fourth -j.

These conjugational differences can be summarized in chart form as

follows (V represents short vowel and V: long vowel):

imperative desiderative perfective future optative

1



These are verbs which are used with a preposition (such as in, out, down,

up) as part of the verb expression; for example, blow up, call off, come to,

give in, pass out, tear down. There seems to be no real reason why a

particular preposition is used with a particular verb to give a total meaning.

For example, call down and tell off both mean scold and yet use different

prepositions; up and down are used in expressions having very similar

meaning in shut up and quiet down. Similarly in Tlingit, which conjugation

a verb belongs to usually is very like which preposition occurs in an English

phrasal verb.

But sometimes an English verb occurs with two or more prepositions.

Then at least the contrast in meaning lies in the preposition: speak up,

speak out; give in (to the enemy), give out (clothes), give up (hope),

give o/jr(steam); burn down, burn out, burn up. So in Tlingit a verb theme

may sometimes appear in one conjugation, sometimes another. When this

happens there will be some contrast in meaning. The theme shi-gook may
appear in conjugation 3 with the meaning know how and in conjugation 4

with the meaning learn how:

kei at gooxshagook he 7/ know how
yei at gooxshagook he 11 learn how

It is especially true that the prepositions carry meaning in the English

phrasal verbs if the verb describes movement and the preposition gives

the direction of the movement: go up, go down, go in, go out: fly up,

fly out; bring down, bring in. In Tlingit, the word kei occurring with

forms of conjugation 3 verb themes often translates as up in English and

a conjugation 3 verb form often has reference to some motion upwards:

kei at shatch he grabs up stuff

gataan pick it up and carry it!

In the same way, the word yei occurring with forms of conjugation 4 verb

themes often translates as down in English and a conjugation 4 verb form

often has reference to some motion downwards:

yei isgitch he falls down

ganook sit down!

6. The verb phrase

The verb word is the only word that always occurs in a verb phrase.

Besides the verb itself, a verb phrase may also contain, in front of the verb,

members from the directional (section 6.1) and pronominal (section 6.2)

classes of words. Very rarely an auxiliary verb (section 6.3) may also

occur, following the verb word.
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6. 1 The directionals

The directionals are closely related to the verb word in that usually the

occurrence of a particular directional and the occurrence of certain

inflectional prefixes and/or suffixes (as well as the stem shape of the verb)

are dependent on each other (see, for example, section 4.2(5)).

Usually only one directional word occurs in any one verb phrase, but

occasionally two are found. When two occur, one of them will be either

kut somewhere or yaa along, occurring before another directional, or

yoo to and fro, occurring after another directional. We can therefore

assign the directionals to positions in the verb phrase and state that no two

directionals from the same position will occur in the same verb phrase.

Some of the most commonly occurring directionals are listed here, with

some meaning given for each. As with the prefixes and suffixes, these

^meanings' are really only labels; what the directional word really means can

only be understood from the actual contexts in which it is used.

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3

kut somewhere yei down yoo to and fro,

yaa along yeik down to the shore, from back and

the interior forth

yan to the shore from the

sea, to completion

yax to completion

neil indoors, inside

daak out from the shore, into

the open

daak up from the shore, to the

interior

kei up

kux back (returning from)

The directionals are closely related to the verb word and in general may

not be selected independently of the inflection of the verb (that is, of the

prefixes and suffixes, and the stem shape of the verb).

6.2 The pronominals

Pronominals occur in verb phrases containing transitive or stative verb

themes (see section 3.3), and not in verb phrases containing intransitive or

impersonal verb themes (with a few exceptions, which are described in

section 3.4). When the verb theme is transitive, then the pronominal will
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be translated as an object in English; when the verb theme is stative, it will

translate as a subject; for example:

transitive si-teen xat woositeen he saw me
stative li-teesh xat woolit^esh lam lonesome

Usually only one pronominal occurs in any one verb phrase, but the

pronominal has they, them may occur with another pronominal. When

it does so, it occurs before the other pronominal, with the one exception

of woosh ^wooch reciprocal, each other, which it follows:

has haa sixan they love us

wooch has dzixan they love each other

The remaining pronominals are as follows:

xat first person singular (I, me)

ee second person singular (you)

haa first person plural (we, us)

yee second person plural (you)

ash third person with focus on this person (him, her, it)

a third person without focus on this person (him,

her it)

ku ('^ kaa) fourth person (someone, some people, they, them)

at indefinite (something)

aa partitive (part, some of them)

sh reflexive (oneself)

(Note: the pronominal kuhas the shape kaa when it occurs before a verb

that contains a theme prefix.)

The pronominals a and ku share certain features in common.

(1) Each of these two pronominals may occur with all forms of an

impersonal or intransitive theme (that is, the pronominal is not

substitutable and is considered part of the verb theme, see section 3.4);

for example:

a-ka-ya-xaats^ akaawaxaats^ the sky is clear

ku-ka-ya-xaak kukaawaxaak the weather is crisp and dry

(2) a and ku normally are pronominal object words. However, both may
cKcasionally be used with an intransitive theme with a meaning similar to

the fourth person subject prefix doo- some people, somebody, they. For

example, a can be used with the intransitive theme ya-goot go (singular)

and ku with the intransitive theme ya-ya-kaa say:

aawagoot somebody went

kuyaawakaa somebody said, it was suggested
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(3) When these pronominals occur immediately in front of a vowel in the

verb word, either that vowel combines with the vowel of the pronominal

or replaces it; for example:

a + oowajak aawajak he killed him

a + oodzikaa oodzikaa he 's lazy

ku + oowajak koowajak he killed somebody

In view of these facts, a and ku have been written in all cases as though

they were part of the following verb; for example, compare:

xat woositeen he saw me
haa wsiteen he saw us

awsiteen he saw him

It should be noted that there does not have to be any word (or part

of a word) in a Tlingit sentence that translates in English as him, her, or

// (or he, she, or it). If a Tlingit verb is transitive, then if the subject is

first or second person, there will most often be no pronominal object

word in the verb phrase:

xasixan / love him (or her, it)

But if the subject is third person (when there will be no subject prefix in

the verb (see section 1.3 position 8)), then there is generally a pronominal

object word in the verb phrase and this is most commonly a:

asixan he (or she, it) loves him (or her, it)

These examples remind us too that Tlingit does not distinguish between

he, she or it. It makes other distinctions, however, that are lacking in

English, such as that between ash and a, which has to do with the focus of

attention of the speaker. (A description of these distinctions, to be useful,

would need to be more detailed than can be given here.)

Almost the same set of pronominals may occur as possessives as occur

in the verb phrase as pronominal object words. There is one extra one,

doo his, her, or its (as a general translation, and with no distinction as

to with or without focus); has does not occur as a possessive except in

company with doo, when together they translate as their; aa partitive

does not occur as a possessive, and woosh reciprocal and sh reflexive

are very limited in their use as possessives. Two pronominals have a

different shape when occurring as possessives: xat first person has the

form ax, as in ax Jin my hand, and ku fourth person has the form kaa, as in

in kaa jm ^ person 's hand,

6.3 The auxiliary verb

The auxiliary is called a verb since in structure it contains a stem nook

which may be suffixed by the verbal suffixes -ch '^-j, -een, -nee, and
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(-in) ~-un, and prefixed by the verbal imperfective prefix ga-, giving the

total forms: nooch ~ nukch, noojeen, ndok, nuknee and ganugun. The

first two of these forms are used in independent verb phrases and are used

much more frequently than the others (which occur quite rarely). Typical

expressions involving these first two are:

dakeis^ nooch she always sews

kadooheix noojeen they always used to plant

7. Other classes of word and phrase

The words of Tlingit may be divided into twelve classes (similar to

English parts of speech). We shall not try to define them here; the names

used for them will give some idea of their use. To discuss them, we will

take them in four groups. The discussion is not meant to be a full

description in any sense, but only to give some glimpse of the syntactic

structure of the language.

The first group (verb, nominal, locative, and adverb) are each of them

the nucleus (or center) of the four types of phrase in Tlingit (verb phrase,

nominal phrase, locative phrase, and adverb phrase).

The second group (directional, pronominal, demonstrative, and modifier)

occur as satellites in one or more of the four types of phrases Usted above.

Directionals, pronominals and demonstratives are the equivalent of a

phrase, if they are marked (for marked phrases, see section 7.5). A
modifier is never equivalent to a phrase; it is always sateHite in a phrase.

The third group (marginal, conjunction and interjection) occur outside

the phrase proper. One group of marginals are 'marginal to' (that is, on the

edge of) the phrase, and another group are marginal to the clause or

sentence.

The fourth group consists of the markers, which attach to the last word

of the phrase proper. They mark the function of the phrase to which they

are attached. The sense of the Enghsh prepositions is generally carried by a

marker, or by a locative and marker (less frequently by a locational adverb

and marker).

7.1 Nuclear words

The four nuclear word classes (verb, nominal, locative and adverb)

contain the great majority of the words of the Tlingit language; the verb

and nominal classes are the two largest.

The nominal class includes the nouns, pronouns and numerals.

Pronouns are distinguished from pronominals (listed in section 6.2) in the

following ways:
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(1) Pronouns are used for emphasis; pronominals are used neutrally to

refer to the persons or things spoken about.

(2) Pronouns may stand alone as a complete phrase; pronominals are

always part of a phrase or else followed by a marker.

(3) Pronouns stand at the beginning or end of a clause; pronominals

may be used in any phrase in a clause.

(4) The only marker which can follow a pronoun is the subjectival

marker -ch; a pronominal never occurs with this marker.

(5) A pronoun is always in agreement with a pronominal; in other words,

pronouns do not occur independently of pronominals, but

pronominals can, and most frequently do, occur independently of

pronouns.

A total list of the pronouns is as follows:

xat '^^xaa- first singular (I, me, my)

wa.e ~ wa.ei- second singular (you, your)

hu '-' hoc- third singular (he/she, him/her, his/her)

oohaan first plural (we, us, our)

yeewaan second plural (you, your)

hds third plural (they, them, their)

a non-focal (it, its (or he/she etc. ))

(Note: the second form in each of the first three is used when the pronoun

is followed by the marker -ch. The form yeewaan has a variety of shapes

in different people's speech: yeehwaan, eewaan, eeyaan.)

These pronouns are often used to emphasize the subject or object of

the sentence; for example:

oohaan-ch aya watsix wootoositeen we saw a cariboo

oohaan ku.aa haa woo.eex' he invited us

oohaan tsu haa shagooxlaxaash she*s going to cut our hair too

A locative is a word which may be suffixed by the locative marker -co;

it then becomes the center of a complete clause without a verb:

aatlein daanaa doo jeewoo he has lots ofmoney (lit. lots of money

his hand-at/in)

x6ots aw^ hft tay^woo there 's a brown bear under the house

Some of the most common simple locatives will be listed here (a

number of other locatives are made by compounding some of these):

a there (indefinite or previously mentioned place)

yee the underside of

yik the inside of(boat, wide open container, etc.)

ya the face of against
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daa around, round about; concerning

taa the bottom of the inside of

tu the inside of(usually closed container); (in) the mind of
t'ei behind, screened by

jee the hand of (in) the possession of

shu the end of the point of

shd the head of the top of
ka the surface of upon

x5o among, mixed in with

xan by, close to

x'aa the spaces between

x'e the opening of, the mouth of

An adverb is a word which always modifies a verb phrase or a noun, or

is the nucleus of a phrase which does so. Some adverbs always occur with

a marker and others can do so. Examples of adverbs are:
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wei that (one) over there

yoo that (one) far off (in space or time)

A demonstrative (particularly wei or yaa) is frequently used to translate

the English definite article the in Tlingit. When a demonstrative occurs

with a locational marker (see section 7.4), it has a locative meaning; for

example:

wei-x' yei na.5o put it over there!

Modifiers are those words which modify a noun in a noun phrase and

which do not occur in any other type of phrase. They carry a sense

similar to an English adjective, but most English adjectives will be

translated by verbs in Tlingit and the class of modifiers is small.

They may be divided into those which occur before the noun and

those that follow it. Examples of some from both groups are:

aak'e kuti fine weather

y6es kaa a young man

sh^ch x6ots a she-bear

kustui gaal' a giant clam

hit tlein a large house

yaakw k'atsk'oo a small boat

ax dachx^nx* yan my grandchildren

ax l^lk'w hds my grandparents

There are other types of words and constructions which also modify

nouns but which occur in other types of phrases as well. These are

certain adverbs and locatives, and other nominals (either nouns or

numerals) and attributives.

Examples of adverbs which may modify nouns are:

aatlein much, a lot, lots of aatlein tleikw lots of berries

yei thus, usual, ordinary ch'a yei hitx' ordinary houses

kunax very, actual, real kunax shux'aa-nax dieit kaa the very

first white man

Locatives are generally marked when they modify nouns; for example:

ixkee downstream, southwards ixkee-dax at the thing from the

south

daa around, concerning xoots daa-t shkalneek a story

about a brown bear

Nouns which modify other nouns may refer to such things as, for

example,
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the material of which something is made: eek k6es copper ring

a clan crest: g6och hit Wolfhouse

the object on which something is used: yaaw xidlaa herring rake

a color: dleit kaa white man

The color of an object is usually described with an attributive.

Attributives have been mentioned at the end of section 4.1. They

translate as English relative clauses, or sometimes as adjectives; for

example:

dleit yax yateeyee s^isaa a white cloth (cloth which is

snow-colored)

ligeiyee kaa a tall man (man who is tall)

doo jee-dei xwaateeyee daanaa the money which I gave him

ax xan-t oowagudee aa the one that came to my place

7.3 Marginals and conjunctions

The marginals are called clause marginals or phrase marginals according

to whether they are marginal to the clause or phrase. They are a class of

words which can really only be understood from the way they are used; the

translations below will just give some suggestion of what the words mean.

Clause marginals usually occur at the beginning of a clause. There are

only a small number of these, the chief ones being:

aagaa then, on that account

ayax and thus, that's how
ach and so, that's why

ch^a.aan however, nevertheless

tlei then, at that time

gwal maybe

kach '^ xach -^ xajoo in actual fact (it was ...)

(Note: the different forms of this last word are used by different speakers.)

Phrase marginals may be divided into those which occur at the beginning

of the phrase and those which occur at the end.

The four phrase marginals which may occur at the beginning of phrases

are:

tlax very, really ch'oo even, exactly

ch^as only, just ch'a just, simply, neither more nor

less than

The last two are found with great frequency in certain combinations; some

of the most typical of these are:
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English, as other linking words are usually preferred. English conjunctions

are often expressed in Tlingit by clause marginals, or by the phrase

marginal ku.aa which in some contexts may translate as but or however.

7.4 Markers

The markers are written as words when they carry their own tone, and

are hyphenated to the word they follow when they do not. Again, these

are a class of words which can really only be understood from the way

they are used. The meanings given for them are simply to indicate the

rough area of meaning of each.

Locational markers generally attach to phrases having a locative or

temporal sense; there are six of these markers:

-x' at, in, on

'X to, on, along (the length of), over (the area of)

-t to, arriving at; positioned in, on, within the extent of

-dei towards, to

-dax from

-nax through, at right angles to

Commonly occurring markers other than the locational are:

een ~ teen with (going with or using)

yfs for the benefit of, on account of

yax (sim) like, resembling, similar in manner orform to

-ch (instr) with (instrumental), by means of because of

-gaa for, in order to obtain

-ch by (subjectival)

-x (compl) equivalent to, having the form or function of

(complemental)

The last two listed have the same form as other markers~the subjectival

the same form as the instrumental and the complemental the same form as

one of the locational markers. In both cases, the two markers are

conveniently distinguished since they are used differently. The subjectival,

as the term suggests, marks a subject phrase (however, all or most subject

phrases are not marked). The subjectival and instrumental, though similar

in form and meaning, may both occur in the same clause. The

complemental marker is quite restricted in the verbs with which it is used.

7.5 Marked phrases

Markers may occur with nominal, locative and adverb phrases. Such a

phrase with a marker will be called a marked phrase.
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Markers may also occur with directionals, pronominals, and demon-

stratives, and in such cases the word with the marker is then equivalent to

a marked phrase.

A special class of marked phrases are those termed inner and outer

locational phrases. A locational phrase is a nominal, locative, or adverb

phrase marked by a locational marker. When a locational phrase has a

particular marker because of the particular verb form (of the verb in the

verb phrase) it is occurring with, it is called an inner locational phrase.

It occurs just in front of the verb phrase. Locational phrases which do

not have this close tie-in of marker and verb form are called outer

locational phrases. They can occur anywhere in the clause.

The following examples illustrate the difference between inner and

outer locational phrases:

outer LP inner LP verb phrase

gawdaan kat haa-t oowagut he came on horseback

gawdaan kat haa-x goot he comes on horseback

gawdaan kat haa-dei googagoot he will come on horseback

(Note: -t is the marker in this outer locational phrase.)

In any of the above examples, gawdaan kat could follow the verb phrase;

for example:

haa-t oowagut gawdaan kat he came on horseback
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